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Abstract. In a recent work [C. Lozano et al. Phys. Rev. Lett 114, 178002 (2015)] segregation in an horizontally
shaken granular layer was studied by analysing the particle-particle interactions in the simplest case possible of
a two particles cluster. There, it was found that all clusters are transient (they eventually split if one waits long
enough) and the probability distribution function of the separation times displays a power law tail, indicating
that the splitting probability is not constant over time. Here, we extend this study to clusters of 3, 5, 10 and 20
particles where we also observe the power law decay of the distribution of cluster splitting time. In addition,
we observe a weak increase of the average cluster splitting time with the cluster size, suggesting that interaction
forces are non-additive. Finally, we show interesting statistics on the way in which clusters break suggesting
that escaping of individual particles in the cluster borders is more likely than cluster breakage in subclusters of
similar size.
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If a mixture of grains is fluidized, granular segregation
may occur driven by diﬀerences in particle size, density,
shape, surface properties, restitution coeﬃcient, rolling
friction, and so on [1–3]. Sometimes segregation occurs
when similar particles tend to move towards a particular
location. The canonical example of this is the Brazil nut
eﬀect in vertical shaking [4]. A diﬀerent case is when there
is not such distinct spatial aﬃnity of any of the mixture
constituents for a given place. Then, segregation necessarily occurs due to the existence of collective aggregation interactions which are stronger among similar particles than
for diﬀerent ones. The consequence of this is the formation of segregated patterns at locations that can be diﬀerent
from one experiment to another. Examples of this are the
band segregation in a long drum [5] or stripe formation in
an horizontally shaken granular mixture [6].
The origin of these particle-particle interactions can
be of diﬀerent nature, ranging from excluded volume effect [7, 8] to long range fluctuation induced forces [9, 10].
These may appear due to diﬀerences of either pressure
[11], density [12], or velocity fluctuations [13] in the region between clustering particles and the surroundings. In
a previous work [14], we took a well-known system that
leads to segregation as it is an horizontally shaken shallow layer of a binary mixture of dry particles [15–20] and
we analysed the interaction among pairs of spheres within
the bulk of other, diﬀerent kind of particles. In such conditions, stripe formation has been systematically found in
the direction perpendicular to the forcing, a behavior also
observed in other systems [21–23]. The particle-particle
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Figure 1. Complementary CDFs of the time that a cluster takes
to split. As indicated in the legend the three diﬀerent symbols
indicate 1) the splitting time of a two particles’ cluster, 2) the
splitting time of the triplet which is given by the time that it takes
to the first particle of the cluster to separate from the other two;
and 3) the splitting time of the two particles’ cluster which remains after the splitting of the triplet. Lines are power law fits of
the distribution tails.

interaction study was done by extensive measurements of
the dynamics of the pairs of particles when they come together but also by the cluster properties, and the particle
separation [14]. The results suggest that the dynamics is
controlled by a competition between attraction forces and
random agitation, both depending on the packing fraction
within the system determined by the amount of bulk particles. As the packing fraction increases, the random motion of the particles reduces and the attraction becomes
stronger. Interestingly, even for the densest case (which
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Figure 2. Sketch illustrating the two possible ways in which a
5-particles cluster splits into two smaller ones.
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Figure 3. Complementary CDFs of the time that a 5 particles
cluster takes to split compared with the case of 2 particles in the
same conditions. Two diﬀerent distributions are shown depending on the way in which the cluster splits: either in two subclusters of 4 and 1 particles or in 3 and 2 as shown in Fig. 2 and
indicated in the legend.Lines are power law fits of the distribution tails.

leads to a very segregated pattern) the two particles’ clusters eventually split in a finite amount of time. Moreover,
it was reported that the distribution of these splitting times
is a power law decay, a result that is robust as it does not
depend on particle’s properties.

2 The experiment
Despite all the knowledge gained about particle-particle
interactions in our previous work and other recent ones using a similar approach [24–26], its extrapolation to a system with many particles has not been implemented. Obviously, the two particles case represents the foundation
upon which to build any theory or model aiming to explain the global segregation. The gap, however, is perhaps
still too large and therefore, we believe that the study of
the properties of a few particles’ clusters could be useful
as an intermediate step. This is precisely the goal of this
preliminary work where we have studied the splitting process of clusters analysing both the time that it takes to the
cluster destruction and the way in which the clusters split
in terms of the size of the subclusters produced.
The experimental setup is the same as the one described in [14] in which we are going to work with
poppy seeds (kidney shaped, with an average diameter of
d = 1 ± 0.2 mm) as bulk particles with a concentration
C = 0.91. Then, we prepare isolated clusters of phosphorbronze spheres (d = 1.5 mm) of size N, ranging from
N = 2 to N = 20 particles. From the initial cluster, we
measure the time that it takes until it breaks apart. This
condition is fulfilled when any of the particles conforming
the cluster separates more than Δ − d > 12 mm from the
closest one, with Δ being the distance among the particles
centers.

Indeed, the average splitting time of the duplet and the
triplet are almost identical: t = 44 s for the duplet and
t = 45.8 s for the triplet. Remark that the notation t is
used in this paper to define an average time. The stability
of the duplet remaining after the destruction of the triplet
seems to be slightly lower than the standard (isolated) duplet as the distribution shown in Fig. 1 goes systematically below the other ones. In eﬀect, the average splitting time of this remaining duplet is t = 35.8 s, which is
considerably lower than the standard case. This behavior
is attributed to the eﬀect that the already escaped particle
might have on the other two, causing an eﬀective attraction
that helps to the separation of the two particles’ remaining
cluster.
Independently on what happens with the stability of
the remaining cluster, the results obtained for the splitting
times of the triplet and the standard duplet prompt us to
think that the forces among particles are non-additive. To
confirm this, we have performed the same sort of experiments with clusters of N = 5 particles. In this case, we are
not going to look to the dynamics of the remaining clusters
as the diversity of situations is rather large. Indeed, there is
not a single way of splitting. As sketched in Fig. 2 the remaining subclusters might be in a configuration of nL = 4
and nS = 1 or, otherwise, nL = 3 and nS = 2, where nL is
the number of particles in the larger remaining cluster and
nS the number of particles in the smaller one. Note that
due to the criteria we use to decide the time at which the
cluster has been broken, the remaining clusters at that precise time is necessarily two. Remarkably, the probability
of giving rise to a 4 + 1 configuration, p(nS = 1) = 0.57,
is larger than the 2 + 3 one, p(nS = 2) = 0.43. Again,
for these 5-particles clusters, the survival distribution of
the splitting times (Fig. 3) evidences a power law with
similar exponents that for the 2 and 3 particles scenario,
yet it should be mentioned that the average splitting time
increases a bit.

3 Results
In Fig. 1 we show the survival time distribution (also
called Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
CDF) for a triplet together with the reference case of a duplet in the same experimental conditions. Also, we show
the survival distribution of the duplet that remains formed
after the separation of the first particle of the triplet. Interestingly, all the distributions look very similar without
remarkable diﬀerences in the power law exponent α = 2.5.
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Figure 4. Average splitting time t of clusters formed by diﬀerent number of particles N.

Having realized the slight tendency to augment the average splitting time with the cluster size, we have performed more experiments with clusters of N = 10 and
N = 20 particles. The data shown in Fig. 4 suggest that,
if this trend exists, it becomes negligible for suﬃciently
large clusters where the splitting time is independent on
the cluster size. This result, which is still not fully understood, definitively shows the non-additive character of the
interactions among particles in these experimental conditions.

Figure 5. Probability that a cluster of a) N = 10 and b) N = 20
particles splits in a configuration where the smaller subcluster is
composed of ns particles.

Finally, we have analysed the way in which the N = 10
and N = 20 clusters split in terms of the size of the subclusters remaining after the initial cluster destruction. The
outcomes are shown in Fig. 5a and 5b for N = 10 and
N = 20 respectively. As in the case of 5 particles, the
clusters necessarily split in two and the size of the smallest one (nS ) is taken as descriptor. Clearly, clusters break
rather asymmetrically, in the sense that the most probable
situation is to find a very large and a very small subclusters. This phenomenology was already glimpsed from the
results of the 5-particles cluster but it becomes robustly
confirmed with the results of these larger clusters. Also,
the graphs seem to suggest that the diﬀerence between the
19 + 1 configuration and 18 + 2 is more important than the
one between the successive configurations. These results
evidence that the way in which clusters break is mostly due
to escaping of individual particles from the borders instead
of cluster breakage in subclusters of similar size.

4 Conclusions
In this work we have performed a preliminary experimental analysis of the splitting process of clusters of phosphorbronze particles within a sea of poppy seeds. The way in
which this study is performed (looking at isolated clusters) supposes a clear diﬀerentiation from previous works
where the dynamics of patterns with many clusters was investigated, hence observing interactions among clusters as
the key factor determining the arising collective behavior.
Based on previous knowledge of particle-particle interaction in duplets, we have extended the analysis to many particles’ clusters. The first remarkable result is that the time
that it takes until any of the particles of the cluster (or a
group of them) leaves it does not depend very much on the
cluster size. Also it is interesting to see that the clusters
tend to split in subclusters of very diﬀerent size, with a
strong tendency to observe a single particle escaping from
the other ones. This trend seems to be accentuated when
the original cluster size enlarges as the probability of getting n s = 1 with respect to n s = 2 increases: it is 32%
higher for N = 5, for N = 10 it is 48% higher, and 70%
higher for N = 20. From these results it is obvious that
further investigation of the geometrical properties of the
clusters is necessary. In fact, it is observed that the clusters adopt elongated shapes, mostly perpendicular to the
forcing direction. This information, seems to be a crucial

Another subtle feature observed in Fig. 5 is that cluster splitting in subclusters of even number of particles is
slightly less favoured than splitting in subclusters of odd
number of particles. In eﬀect, the probabilities obtained
for nS = 2, 4 (in the case of N = 10) and nS = 4, 6, 8, 10
(in the case of N = 20) are underpopulated when compared with the values that the global trend suggest. We
speculate that this phenomenology could be related with a
preferred particle arrangement.
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ingredient to include in any model that aims to reproduce
the complexity in the cluster dynamics reported here.
Finally, we would like to mention a collateral result
of this work in relation with the stability of the remaining
clusters, a measurement that has been only performed for
the clusters of three particles. We show that the time that
the remaining duplet takes to split is considerably smaller
than the one obtained for an isolated duplet. This is attributed to the attraction that the already escaped particle
induces on the duplet, hence speeding up the splitting process.
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